Reviewer #1:
Specific Comments to Authors: The topic is very attractive and well-written. However, some comments are required; - Kindly focus on three elements of the introduction a. What is known about the topic? (Background) b. What is not known? (The research problem) c. Why the study was done? (Justification). - It is better to support your manuscript with Tables including the recent related studies. - You can add figures describing the difficulties and solutions.

We would like to thank the reviewer for the comments. We have rewritten the abstract and included two figures and one table.

Reviewer #2:
Specific Comments to Authors: Good minireview to read, however there is alot known in the literature, thank you

As a minireview, no new data is generated. However, we have edited according to the comments from other reviewers. Thank you very much.

Reviewer #3:
Specific Comments to Authors: Please see my comments. The manuscripts needs english proof read. Overall, good manuscript and emphasis on a very critical need in our current post pandemic condition. Thank you.

We would like to thank the reviewer for the comments. We have proofread the manuscript with our colleague who is a native English speaker.